
Logobril

Specifications

Since 2007, Hypon is specialised in the development and production of high quality 
sunglasses. We provide promotional as well as retail quality sunglasses. All the 
sunglasses made by LogoBril are produced in our well experienced and audited 
factories in Taiwan and China. All the sunglasses we produce can be made to your 
specific design. We will always bring the latest trends and fashion.
Our design team is ready for your challenge.

Logobril All over

MOQ: 500 pcs

The most impressive way to 
promote your brand. Print the 
logo all over the LogoBril from 250 
pieces. It can be printed on the 
front side of the frame and both 
temples.

Logobril Read

MOQ: 500 pcs

The LogoBril Read can be produced 
with prescription glasses. You can 
choose 3 different perscriptions 
per order. The LogoBril Read can 
be produced from 500 pieces in 
any pantone colour.

Logobril Original

MOQ: 500 pcs

The LogoBril Original is available 
from 500 pieces in any PMS colour. 
These sunglasses are made out of 
strong polypropylene material and 
the hinges are very sturdy to have 
a long lifespan. It can be delivered 
with or without printing on the 
temples. Maximum printing size 
on the outside of both temples is 
70 x 5 mm and on the left temple 
on the inside size 45 x 5 mm.

Logobril Magic

MOQ: 500 pcs

The LogoBril Magic looks just like 
any normal white sunglass, but 
when it comes into contact with 
sunlight (UV radiation) it magically 
changes its colour. Available in 
many colours and they can be 
printed on both the temples and 
the glass.

Logobril Glow
MOQ: 500 pcs

The LogoBril Glow also looks just 
like any normal white sunglass, but 
in the dark it will glow.

Logobril Duo tone

MOQ: 500 pcs

We create the LogoBril Duo Tone 
by first producing the frame in any 
PMS colour. Afterwards we print a 
secondary colour on the outside 
of the frame and temples. Custom 
made from 250 pieces in any PMS 
colour.

Logobril Twist

MOQ: 1.000 pcs

Which side are you on today? 
Twist the temples and show it! The 
LogoBril Twist is made from PP 
with flexible hinges, which makes 
it possible to turn the temples and 
wear it on both sides. The LogoBril 
Twist is flat on both sides so it can 
be printed in full colour easily

Bierbril Custom

MOQ: 500 pcs

The BierBril can also be custom 
made from 250 pieces. In any PMS 
colour or even printed all over. The 
design options are the same as the 
LogoBril original.

PATENTED DESIGN©

Logobril ECO

MOQ: 300 pcs

The LogoBril Eco is made of 
60% wheat straw fiber. It is 
a high quality product. UV 
400 and CE certified. 

Logobril Pilot

MOQ: 500  pcs

In our LogoBril Pilot line, we have 4 
different kinds of designs. You can 
choose for the original Pilot look or 
one of the designs which can be 
used for printing on the temples. 
We can also print on the glass.

Bierbril Stock

MOQ: 100 pcs

The BierBril is a high quality 
sunglasses with an integrated 
bottle opener in the temples. These 
patented sunglasses are made 
of solid polypropylene with extra 
metal in the extended temples. 
This makes the BierBril extra strong 
and provides an optimal wearing 
comfort. From 100 pieces from 
stock.
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Bierbril

Examples of made products

Quality above Quantity
LogoBril offers the best quality in the market. 
All our sunglasses are made from high quality 
materials. The lenses are made from acrylic 
material instead of standard plastics for the best 
protection of the eyes. We always have 400UV 
protection and as standard we offer category 3 
smoked glasses. We also provide many different 
colours, shades and polarised glasses. The 
hinges are very sturdy and strong to have a long 
lifespan. 

All our glasses are tested to EN 1836-2007 for 
CE standards. If requested we can also offer 
the US drop test. Most of our frames are made 
from polypropylene or polycarbonate. These 
materials are very strong and produced with 
a quality finish. Polycarbonate is used for our 
safety glasses. For matt coloured sunglasses 
polyethylene is used. The handmade sunglasses 
are made from Acetate. The lenses will be made 
from CR39 material.


